
THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL AND THE INDUSTRY

(Two Sessions)

RICHARD W. HAMMING, Chairman, Bell Telephone Laboratories

I. Session 8, Wednesday, August 31 2 p.m.

Speakers and Panelists

WALTER  W. FINKE EMMUEL G. MESTHENE ROBERT H. RYAN
President, Electronic Data Executive Director, Program on President, Regional Industrial

Processing Division, Technology and Society, Development Corporation of
Honeywell, Inc. Harvard University Southwestern Pennsylvania

At the Spring Joint Computer Conference, Mr. Walter Finke charged our industry with standing
aloof and disregarding the need to help society adapt to technology and to achieve the vast potential
benefits which it opens to us. This session will examine that charge in the context of the report of the
National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress and attempt to define the
social responsibilities of the computer professional and of our industry.

II. Session SC,  Wednesday, August 31 4 p.m.

Additional Panelists

PAUL ARMER , The RAND Corporation
Chairman-Elect, American Federation of Information Processing Societies

EDMUND C .  BERKELEY, Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.
ANTHONY G. OETTINGER , Harvard University

President, Association for Computing Machinery
RICHARD L. TANAKA, California Computer Products, Inc.

Continuing  the earlier session, the above commentators will join the previous speakers  to dispuss
the fal.-reaching  effects of automation and advancing technology on our society.

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

S’c~ssio I/ ::A :!  :oo ]l./IZ.

RECEYT  I~IWELOI’MENTS
IK  COMI’UTER  SCIENCE CURRICULUM

WILLIAM E. ATCI~ISON,  Chairman
Georgia lnstitute of Technology

Computer Science Curriculum at this point in time is very
rapidly developing both at the high school level and at the
college level. One part of a panel discussion will bring out
l,ecent devclopmcnts  in the use of computers in high  school,
I)ulticulnl~ly  as they a1.e  beinn used in conjunction with math-
c*matics  cou~scs.  Considerable materials along these lines have
Iwcn  dcvclopc’tl  I):, the Scl~ool  Mathematics Study Group
( Snl SG ) and will be reported by T. A. Keenan.
The ACM Cur?*iculum  Committee on Computer Science

(C  S) has been  working on the development of Computer
Scicbncc>  CUITICLIILI~~  at the collcgc  level, since the publication
01’  its Pl~~~liminury  Repol’t  in the September 1965  issue of the
(‘r,rllll/lfl/i(.llfj(~~~s  01’  f//c ACAl.  This group  has National Sci-
t’ll(‘t’ Foundation support and has I)clen workinK  oxtcansivcly
10 d1’\‘~~lf)1’  ;I nt*w  c.ul~~iculum  rchport  which takes into consid-
pl.;\tioll  I.cwant  dcvclopmcnts.  S. Conte will l*elmrt  on the
]“‘“~:‘1”‘SS.

Cornpnler  Svicmw i n  11igd1  S~llool Matllcnlalics, ELLIOTT  I.
ORGAKICK, University of Houston, TI~OMAS A. KEENAN,  Uni-
versity of Rochester, SYLVIA CIIARP, School District of Phila-
delphia, and ALEXANDRA FORSYTIIE, Gunn High  School, Palo
Alto, California.

A report will be presented on the content, philosop)  :v and
use of a preliminary  edition of a text on computing io~ use
in a 12th grade course in mathematics, entitled “Algorithms,
Computation and Mathematics.” The text, pl.epar&  by the
School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG), deals chiefly with
the nature of digital computers, algorithmic concepts of nu-
rnel*ical and non-numerical problem  solving and related math-
ematics.

A summary of the actual experience gained in the use of
the text will be given at the oral presentation of the paper.
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Tjlc>  ~I~lllCi  t111’t11~1t’l’, i\  I I I  111>~‘11>  Ifll~~l’Ill;ltlOll  han(lllIl~  sys-

terns
i i11c.11  aI’t’ chnl.actelizeci  pt’lncip;illy  hy la~.ge s c a l e  conI-

@II’ ’ i I  Ion networks and lat.xcb  SC~IC  d:ltn  IMS~S.  Frequent ly ,

the _ i i’IllS  L?W  fUt.thcl.  chat.actct.izccl  I)y  the  1:lrg-e  nitmiw1*  o f

user
.t;ttions,  each  having awes~  to the c*cntt~:~lizc~tf  tiata  I)ase.

Althou, (p.11 time  shat,in,q  i s  prcsclnt  hp1.c  21s  :I  technical  chnt*:lc-
teristic,  these  systems  211.e  ditferent  From the  geneI*:  purpose
time sharing systems which have received so much publici ty.
For  one thinx,  these  systems usually imply more of  a  cus-
to~-tailol*ed  capabil i ty very powerful  to the intended appli-
cat ion.  These systems very often develop,  in an evolutionary
way,  from computer- implemented communication systems,
such as conventional  message switching systems and become,
wit11  the development of more data processin,q  capability at
the j!ocle  po in t s , a  communicat ions-oriented mult icomputer
systeIn.  I t  is  the consensus among many professionals that
such  u l t r a  lar KY scale systems wil l  evolve-many taking the
form of public information ut i l i t ies  and others  taking the
form of large  scale private systems for business,  with fre-
quent  interconnections among the private and public  systems.
An important  implicat ion for  business is  that  central ized
data bases and, therefore, centralized control of business and
administrat ive operat ions are possible with concomitant  in-
creased efficiencies and cost savings.

T’IC  panel  members wil l  discuss the various technical  and
mal!,lcement  problems associated with these systems. They
will  cover topics such as the adequacy of hardware, the cost
and quality of software, the role of the computer manufac-
turer, the role of the common carrier, file security, and
various potential legal problems.

.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

SAMUEL D. CONTE, Chairman
Pyrdue University

The papers in this session definitely reflect the influence of
the computer on numerical analysis. The first paper presents
a promising new algorithm for the general matrix eigenvalue
problem. The second paper presents an efficient technique for
finding the eigenvalues of matrix polynomial equations. The
third paper compares the efficiencies and accuracy of direct
vs. iterative methods for solving a class of biharmonic differ-
ence equations. The fourth paper presents a unified treatment
of a class of Newton-like methods for finding the roots of
non-linear systems of equations.

The last two papers are concerned with what might be
called “Automatic Numerical Analysis.” They both require
the development of a programming system and a problem-
oriented language to allow the user to apply fairly sophisti-
cated techniques of numerical analysis to solve his problems
in an online conversational system. These two papers may be
considered the forerunners of a considerably expanded effort
in the area of automatic numerical analysis.

Convergence of the Q-R Algorithm for Hessenberg Matrices,
BERESFORD PARLETT , University of California.

Algorithms are sought to transform a given matrix by
similarities into a form which reveals their eigenvalues. The
Q-R algorithm is usually applied to Hessenberg matrices.
Using this fact as a hypothesis a complete convergence theory
for the algorithm has been obtained. It happens that the one
phenomenon which prevents the essential convergence of the
basic algorithm may be removed by a suitable shift of origin.

Some of the methods used  for finding the roots of the (1~
terminantal  equations of  a  tnatr ic  polynomial  wil l  he given
and the wcalincsses  of t*ach method wi l l  be analyzed.

X different approach, usin,q  basic  theories  from differential
e q u a t i o n s  t o  t r a n s f e r  t h e  prol)lem  i n t o  a  s t a n d a r d  eigen-
value problem, will be discussed. Two sample transformations
wil l  be presented,  the advantages gained by one transforma-
t ion over the other indicated.  Some reasons wil l  be given  for
the selection of the Q-R Transformation over other methods
to eigenvalue solut ion and the Q-R Transformation wil l  be
reviewed briefly to validate the reasoning.

A computer program using the new approach in conjunc-
t ion with the Q-R Transformation wil l  be compared with
other  computer  programs using older  published methods,  to
reveal many definite advantages of the new method.

Iterative vs. ;I Direct  Metl~otl  for S o l v i n g  Fourth  Order  El l ipt ic :

Dili’erence  E q u a t i o n s , LOUIS  W. EIIRLICII,  Johns Hopkins
Univers i ty .

Direct methods have been recommended for solving  large
space linear systems when, among other reasons, the systems
are ill-conditioned. It is the author’s contention that, in gen-
eral, biharmonic-type equations lead to linear systems which
f i t  into this  category:  A direct  method,  appl icable to  lar,ge
block tridiagonal linear systems, is compared with an itera-
t ive  method,  the  Z-line  SOR method.  Using the  b iharmonic
equation in a square as a model, it is shown that the direct
method is  competi t ive in the number of  ari thmetic operat ions
involved.  A rounding-error analysis indicates there is  no
reason to suppose the errors in the i terative method are less
than those of the direct method.

A  R e v i e w  of Qtmsi-Newton ,Me~llotls  i n  Nonline:lr  Etlttatitm

.Solving  and Unt~ons~rainetl  Oplinlization,  E D W A R D  M.  ROSEN ,
Monsanto Company.

A class of methods related to the Newton-Raphson and
general secant approximation method for solving sets of non-
linear simultaneous algebraic equations and unconstrained
optimization problems will be reviewed. The class of methods
is attractive in that it requires no derivative evaluations of
the functions but approximates them by a series of secant
approximations. The close relationship that exists between
the proposed nonlinear equation-solving algorithms and the
unconstrained optimization method of Fletcher and Powell
will be shown and some of the computational aspects of the
class of methods will be discussed. The flexibility and gener-
ality of the class of methods will be emphasized.

Numerical Integration in Ordinary DilTerential  Equations
Operating under ILLIAC II T’rme-Sharing System, C. W. GEAR,
University of Illinois.

The results will be described as obtained to date from the
design and use of a numerical integration subsystem for
initial value problems in ordinary differential equations,
which operates under the University of Illinois ILLIAC II
time sharing system. The purpose of this subsystem is to
allow the integration of systems of differential equations,
not necessarily of first order, directly from a symbolic state-
ment of the equations and to make use of the presence of
the human originator of the problem to provide information
when the numerical method “gets into trouble.” The utility
of an analog computer which allows rapid modification of the
equations is provided, with the advantage that digital tech-
niques allow for high accuracy to be obtained when needed.
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NAPSS-A  Numerical Analysis Problem-Solving
R. RICE and SAUL ROSEN, Purdue University.

It has long been a recognized goal of computer program-
ming technology to permit problems to be stated in languages
appropriate to the fields in which the problems exist, and to
provide for the solution of such problems as stated without
requiring the services of specially trained programmers and
analysts. Systems that provide these capabilities are “prob-
lem solving systems.” Their languages are problem-oriented
languages.

At Purdue University during the past year work has been
under way on a design for a Numerical Analysis Problem
Solving System (NAPSS). Some of the features of the lan-
guage and system design will be presented, and an approach
through the development of so-called polyalgorithms to the
design of the Numerical Analysis packages that are the
essential elements of the problem solving system will be
offered.

Session  4A 4 :OO  p.m.

A  3-RING  TUTORIAL

ROBERT  W. RECTOR, Chairman
Informatics, Inc.

The papers presented in this session review the current
WOI+  in three important fields for those wishing to become

familiar with recent advances and thus broaden their horizons.

C.ort~l,utcr-Ahsi~t~~(~  instruction  : Specification of Attributes for

(: 4 I I’ropramh a n d  I’rograrnmer~,  G L O R I A  M .  SILVERN  a n d
LKOIVAI~D  C. SILVERN,  Education and Training Consultants,
LO?;  A ngcles.

A brief  rcvicw  of programmed instruction and teaching
machine  technology will bc presented as an introduction to
Col~l~)ut(~l.-Assist~~d  Instruction ( CA.1 ) .

CA1 will be defined and illustrations given of non-CAI
applications of computers in educational environments. A
leal*ner’s  view of CA1  will bc given, followed by a teacher’s
vie\v.

Considerable discussion will be devoted to the role of the
instructional programmer, a newly emerging occupation.
Activities pel*formed  by the computer programmer are delin-
eated anti the function of’ the compute],  operator in a CA1
system  is identified. J/O  devices and trends in improving the
Iclal*ncr  ,computer  intel*face arc outlined.

General specifications for a CA1  compiler will be pre-
slknted.  The future of CA1  will 1)~ viewed in terms of six
major  problem areas, and these will be identified and ana-
lyzed in detail.

.t ‘VW+ Cl;l*si  lit-at ion  Theory  Leading t o  Autonultic-  P a t t e r n

l~wognitiorl,  ORRIN  E .  TAULBEE  A N D  JOHN  T .  W E L C H ,  J R . ,
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. ,  Akron,  Ohio.

NOW  recently,  classification theories have been applied to
thy  p~ol~lem  of pattern recognition and the authors have de-
v~,lopc~I ;1 classification technique, called cohcrcnce  classifica-
t ion ,  \\,hich  is  designed to automate and upg:‘,‘adc the classifi-
ation pixwess. The theory,  as  developed,  is pel*fcctly  general
in that it classifies items, whether they  1~  documents,  sipnals,
~‘l~otojy~l]‘Ils,  etc. Significant  features of the techniclue  a r e
that  i t  i s  ( 1  ) ol)jective,  ( 2 )  easy t o  ul)date, ( 3 )  a u t o m a t i c
and (4 I indcbpencicnt  of item I.cIl,i’cscntatic)ri.

.\n applicaticjn  wi l l  IW madca  to  thy  idc~ntification  of aerial
photo~~~aph~.  A  s i m p l e  critci.ia  o f  a s s o c i a t i o n  is usc4  a s  a

measure of similarity between selected parameters of the
signals generated by a flying spot scanner. The coherence
classification technique is then applied and the source of the
signals is identified.

Aspects and Applications of Symbol Manipulation, BERTRAM
RAPHAEL, Stanford Research Institute.

Some definitions of basic concepts in symbol manipulation
will be presented, as well as some examples of applications
of symbol manipulation. Symbol manipulation is “the set of
processes and techniques useful for nonarithmetic computa,
tion.” Lists, list structures, strings, trees, numbers of arrays
are common forms of symbolic data. List processing and
string processing are sets of techniques for manipulating
certain kinds of data structures.

Other symbol-manipulation techniques include tree manip-
ulation, hash coding and array manipulation. Examples of
research and application areas will be presented for which
these techniques have been used. These areas include arti-
ficial intelligence, linguistic data processing, simulation,
picture processing, man/machine systems and programming
language development.

Session 4 B 4 :OO  p.m.

FILE MANAGEMENT

JOHN A. POSTELY, Chairman
Informatics, Inc.

The continuing trend toward increasing complexity in com-
puter programs underlies the developt&nt  of generalized
software. Still in the early stages of its development, the
technology of generalized koftware  frequently involves the
use of large files.  The discussants on this panel will dc~~ribe
some approaches to producing working systems in a variety
of contexts,  each with i ts  own special  ol,jectives  and con-
straints both for the system developer and the ult imate user.

Lhicn  o f  :I Malti-Lewl

VERHOEF,  Informatics, Inc.
SySteBll, E .  w.

A file system will  be described which is part  of a multi-
computer system also containing a variety of secondary
storage devices. The user organizes his data by whatever
method he desires into fixed length blocks,  the length  of Tvhich
is  s tandard throughout  the system. The f i le  system pi I ::ides
the means for storing hierarchically organized blocks  ii, such
a  f a s h i o n  t h a t  the m o r e  a c t i v e  m a t e r i a l  r e s i d e s  o n  f a s t
access devices and the less active on slow access devices.

The storage assignments are determined 1)~ the system on
a stat is t ical  basis  and reviewed periodically by the system to
determine whether they are st i l l  valid.  The user can tern-
porarily  over-ride this assignment for the duration of his run
if he requires faster access than that afforded hy the system’s
automatic  ass ignment .  Provis ion is  made for the user to re-
fer to  h i s  blocks  both symbolical ly  and/or  sequentialI\,

A r t  Infornlution S?,stcnl for th Coor&n;ttion of 1’1  ew-am

Ihign,  L .  BEIUCSTEIN,  F .  E .  SLOJKOWSKI, Be]]  Telephone
Laboratoi.ies.

An information system, called the P1*ogl*anl  Management
System,  has  hcen  developed to l)e used by pl*()gram  designe r s

on lai,gcb  pi’ogi*am  development projects  to  effect greater  c o -
ordination of thc%iY  dcvclopment  act iv i t ies . The USCYS  store
actual dcsipn  documentat ion in the system. The  documen ts

al-c ~i.oss-i,ef’el,encetl  intcl3ally  t o  reflect  l)oth  the stIWcture
o f  thcb  p~~)grarn  s y s t e m  Iwing tfesigncd a n d  thcl 1”” onnel

oi.ganizatiun  pcl~ful~ming  d e s i g n . T h i s  rcferenc.inp, 11  efle



per171 \\.clal;nesscs in coordination to be detected as design
inCOIi cancies, anti  vice versa. It also allows project man-
agers: :,, have ready  access to over-all project information.

A  stantlard “fill-in” documentation form is used for all
system  inPLlt- The system is divided into two major suhys-

terns.  The storage  and retrieval subsystem transforms input
documents  intO an internal file/subtile structure, creates links
between  the files and retrieves subtiies for processing. The
information  processing subsystem operates on subtile infor-
mation, performing information editing.

GIS * !ts  Caplbilitier and .ipplic;ltion,  J. H. BRYANT AND P.
SE31 E,  JR ., Informatics, Inc.

GIS, an acronym for IBM’s recently announced “General-
ized Information System,” permits a new approach to a
large scale system implementation. The related techniques
are illustrated with short, conceptually-oriented examples
consistent with the April 1067  availability date of GIS.

St~ssion  4 c 4 :oo  p.m.

CowUTER  SIMULATION : ORGANIZATION AND FORM

MARTIN GREENBERGER , Chairman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The first two papers are interesting and representative
examples of current simulation work. One is relevant to the
space problem. Both give careful consideration to matters of
flexible organization and generalized design, but neither seeks
assistance from existing simulation languages. The third
paper describes a system for online simulation that grew up
and nperates  within a general-purpose time-sharing environ-
mel;  . The system is related to existing simulation languages,
whiie offering  a great number of interactive capabilities.

In a panel discussion concluding the session, the authors
will be joined by ambassadors of several simulation lan-
guages in a give!and-take  on questions of organization and
form.

Functional Design of a Generalized Vehicle Flight Simulation
Program, VILAS D. HENDERSON, Logicon,  Inc.

The design features of a generalized digital computer pro-
gram for the simulation of vehicle flight dynamics will be
presented. This design can accommodate radical changes in
mission profiles and vehicle configurations while maintaining
Computational efficiency.

The structure of the program is modular with each module
assigned a major simulation function. Modules are very
nearly autonomous software units in the total simulation

program. A  set of models are subservient to  each ~no(iule,
provitiinK  a flexible and efficient means of pcrfo~~tninp  a
module’s f’unction  in a variety of ways.

Special attention is given to the organization  of this pt*o-
gram  into a set of functional units which have significance
wth respect to flight dynamics.

It is significant that a structure and organization of a
generalized vehicle flight simulation program can be created
which is larxely  independent of mission profiles and vehicle
configurations, resulting in a software analysis tool which
can be rapidly readied for any of the specific tra.jecto1.y  com-
putation problems which presently confront the analyst.

A  D i g i t a l  .Simul:ttion ~Moclel  OF  iti Freeway Dinnloncl I n t e r -
change, 131~~~~~~  HAYES, System Development Corpol*ation.

The Vehicular Traffic Study Project at Systetn Develop-
ment Corporation has developed a digital computer simula-
tion model of a portion of a freeway diamond interchange.
The total model will be used to conduct research promoting
the improvement of the geometric designs of freeway inter-
changes and to develop effective control devices regulating
traffic flow through them.

An outline will be given on the four phases of the study
being conducted, and a description of the first phase, or
Model 1, which has been formulated and coded for a digital
computer. The programming components of Model 1 are
given, together with the various outputs produced by the
data reduction routines. Future directions to be taken in this
study will be indicated.

Online Simulation  in the OPS System, MARTIN GREENRERGER
AND MALCOLM M. JONES, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

The OPS system, an interactive system designed for use in
a time sharing environment, includes an online simulation
capability. A simulation activity, thought of as an event, is
scheduled, canceled, or rescheduled dynamically on the
AGENDA, either at a specified time, or when a prescribed
condition is met. The activity can be made to consume simu-
lated time by means of an internal delay for a certain period,
or a wait until given conditions are satisfied. The AGENDA
is a time-ordered list of all conditionally and unconditionally
scheduled activities. The user may inspect it at any point in
a simulation, and personally modify or restructure it. He
may base his strategy on data and partial results examined
and analyzed with the help of the OPS system during inter-
ruption of the run. Extensive tracing facilities permit the
user to follow the flow of control during a simulation to any
level of detail.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31: SESSIONS 5A, 5B,  SC,  8:.30-10  A.M.; 6A, 6B,  SC, 10:30-12 A.M.; 9A, 9B,  SC,  4-5:30 P.M.

Session 5A 8:30 a.m.

TIME SHARED SCHEDULING

JOSEPH W. SMITH, Chairman
The RAND Corporation

The dynamic nature of the time-shared environment has
introduced new problems for efficient system operation while
still satisfying user demands. In particular, the questions of
system  loading and conversational responsiveness are pro-
ducing various algorithms which attempt to satisfy the opera-
tional requirements for online, time-shared systems. Some
statistical evidence has been gathered for further insight

into the problem of properly regulating a time-shared system
at both the internal and external levels. In addition, theoret-
ical scheduling structures have been devised for the mechanics
of flexible control and for ascertaining satisfactory system
loading. The scheduling problem is far from being resolved
to  Fveryone’s  satisfaction and a panel of knowledgeable
critics will bring the basic issues contained in the technical
papers to the surface.

The Langley Remote Computing Terminal System: Imple-
mentation and First Year’s Operation, ROGER  V. BUTLER ,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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A remote terminal system designed to provide open shop
programmers access to an IBM 7040-7094 Direct Coupled
System has been in service at the NASA Langley Research
Center since April 1965. Each of the twelve terminals con-
sists of a 15 character-per-second card reader and typewriter.
This paper briefly traces the development of open shop pro-
gramming at the Center which led to the implementation of
the terminal system and gives a functional description of the
computing system as it relates to the terminal user. A more
detailed discussion is given of the experience gained in im-
plementing and managing the system.

Operational Management of Time-glaring  Systems, RICHARD
R. LINDE AND PAUL E .  CHANEY, System Development Corpo-
ration.

The authors will describe the Manager program, a set of
control techniques developed to provide the computer oper-
ator with the means for managing the System Development
Corporation’s Time-Sharing System. The approach of the
SDC system will be reviewed. Some system management
techniques used will be contrasted with those at other large
time-sharing installations throughout the country. The oper-
ation of the Manager program will be described briefly.
Visual displays that are a part of the program will be used
to illustrate the description of program use.

A Real Time Priority Schcululer,  KARL RAMSAY  AND JON C.

STRAUSS, Electronic Associates, Inc. and Carnegie institute
of Technology.

The basic design elements of the EAT 8400 monitor are
abstracted and presented as an integrated system for the
scheduling of real time demands for service. This scheduler
design  includes the multiuser core-share scheduling situation.

The system design is particularly simple and has proved
itself to be an efiicient  medium for the scheduling of a real
time hybrid simulation intermixed with normal batch opera-
tion of a digital computer.

Extensions are drawn to the general multiuser time-shar-
ing situation.

A Twminal  Opwatc4  I’roduc~tion  Program (1’01’1’)  System,
it.  HEDGEI;,  A. G. PONTIUS, J. M. SEEIIOF, G. BENSON, lnter-
national Business Machines COI-p.

An effective IBM 1050/7090 terminal system will be de-
scribed that allows remote execution of lil,rary  pi*oxrams
(mathematical analysis, informabion  retrieval, engineering
design)  utilizing the full capability of the IBM 7090. High
efficiency  is obtained by time-shal.ing  the terminal l/O data
transmission and library tape positioning with normal IBSYS
bacl;ground  activity. Programs  with limited input and output
\‘01L1111c1, written under IBJOB (FORTRAN IV, COBOL,
MAP)  can 1~  l.eatiily adapted for terminal use. System appli-
cations, I)hilusophy  and limitations will be discussed.

S0L0R10N I,. ~‘OI,l,A(‘I<, Chai ima  n
-I osth A mcrican  Aviation Inc.

sale/updating system. Then to assist  those preparing to
acquire computer equipment, a description of a computer
program  capable of optimizing organizational physical pc5i,
tioning  (layout) will be given. Finally, as a guide for those
responsible for managing EDP resources, the last speaker
will discuss management controls for effective and profitable
use of EDP resources.

Analyzing a Real-Time System, ALLEN WEINGARTEN, Inter-
national Telephone and Telegraph Co.

An approach to real-time work which focuses upon anal-
ysis will be presented. Such an approach can have vast
implications. For relevant analysis can supply the key to
real-time design, programming and planning. It can be uSed
to redirect design approaches yielding gains of large orders
of magnitude. Moreover, it is imperative that the focus of
real-time work be placed upon analysis in order to remove
the likelihood of the complete wastage of systems.

An Economical Electronic Point-of-Sale/Updating
DAVID G. HAMMEL,  Raytheon Company.

System,

A major trend in the business world is toward more com-
plete recordkeeping of business performance. The demands of
government (federal, state and municipal) are ever incrftas-
ing for purposes of tax evaluations. In addition, busit!css
executives are interested in obtaining more complete inf’or-
mation,  within the shortest delay period, pertaining to their
company’s financial operations.

For the past half century one of the basic tools used in
businesses to record transaction data is the cash register.
Throughout these years, the cash register has  kept pace with
the times, offering improved features to meet the business
demands. However, this mechanical device has serious inher-
ent limitations in its totalling  and countinK capabilities  :!nd
its means of communicating with data processinK systcnlh

To meet the increasing demands of business, point-of-hnle
systems arc being designed electronically. The organization
and performance  of one of these systems, termed  the Trans-
action Data System, will 1~ the subject  of this paper. A
summary of the system’s main features will be given.

Automated  Facilities I,ayout  I’rogram,  J. SEEIIOF, W. EVANS,
J. FRIEDERICIIS, J. QUICLEY, IBM Corporation.

An IBM 7090/1401/CalComp  computer program has l)caen
developed which is capable of optimizing organizational 11  ‘v-
sical positioning (layout). The “organizational unit” is .iot
restricted and may 1~ a department, machining area, chcm-
ical lab, individual person, piece of equipment, etc. Results
are produced in graphical form for the designer. The pri-
mary applications for this program are layouts of: a manu-
facturing floor  1)~  functional units with the pl*eference table
responding to work  flow, materials flow, utility usage, over-
lapping machine usage,  etc.

Efl’wtive  a n d  J’rofital,lc tiw  of
ANDERSON, Librascope,  Inc.



University of Southwc~stc~l’n  1,0uisiana

The  COtnIllittCt~ of the ACM on Student ~~enli)e1~ship  and
Student Chapters conducted a contest for underzraduatc  pa-
p e rs  among the stutlent  memiwwhip.  I’apcrs to  Iw  pwscnteci
\vere  .juclg’etl l)cst  hy  the r e v i e w e r s .  The  prize-winning  manu-
qC1.ipt  will tw  awarded  a $100 prize at  the  Conference; the. _
P+ ’ h a s  hen offewd hy  t h e  chapters  i n  the ACCI  South-
e ii c , n Re!<ion.
.i (,cbnc*ral  l’~lrpow  Trndation  Dcnaonstrator, JOANN  D .  SYRAL-
Sky,  Spackenkill  Junior H.S., Poughkeepsie,  N.Y.
~2~tllenu~tic*:rl  Rigor-: \ I’rcreql:isite  f o r  Nunleric*al  .-\nilly>ih’!

SHIRLEY LISS, 3Iarygrove  College,  Detroit, Mich.
A~lmo*t-AliLc  l’rogranls, ROBERT N. CIIANNON, Carnegie Insti-
tute of Technology, Pittsburgh,  Pa.

1n:.:o n.tt1.

I’RO(;R,Wl  STRUCTI:RKS  F O R

THE  MUI,TII’HOGR:\IMMIN~;  l<NVlRONMENT

AIZTIIUR M. ROSENBERG, Chairman
Scientific Data Systems, Inc.

Early time-sharing systems were required to operate pro-
grams generated for non-multiprogramming  environments.
As  a result, inefficiencies and excessive overhead resulted
from the lack of operational structure and of program com-
munications with the operating system. It is essential that
the needs of etFicient  multiprogramming he recognized and
sat;-fied both by procramming  organizational approaches and
by ,,viding  more c.xplikit information to the operating  sys-
tem... This session will present various considerations in the
area of program structure in order to stimulate further ef-
forts in the directi,on of effective multiprogramming.

The Anitlytic:  Design of  ; I Dynamic :  l~d~-~tI~~d  and Progr:lm
Segmenting S~SICIII  I’or  Mllltipro~rntllnl~~~  Computers,  C. V.
RAMAMOORTIIY, Honeywell, Inc.

Since the computer operation when viewed either as the
execution of programs, instructions or logical subcommands
is a discrete sequential operation, its behavior can be pre-
dic:cd with a degree of certainty when sufficient knowledge is
available about the structure of its information flow. The
analytic design of a look-ahead and program segmenting sys-
tem for large multiprogrammed computers will be discussed.
A graph theoretic model of the computer program is assumed
and the program structure is analyzed by means of the graph
connectivity considerations.

Dynamic Program Behavior Under Paging, GERALD H. FINE,
System Development Corp., CALVIN W. JACKSON, Abacus
Programming, A N D  P A U L  V .  MCISAAC,  Bolt, Beranek and
Ne;vmann.

Empirical data will be presented on the dynamic behavior
of programs with respect to a time-sharing paging environ-
ment. A selection of popular programs constituting a consid-
erable fraction of the normal work load on the existing SDC
Time-Sharing System was examined. The entire service spec-
trum, ranging from conversational to production-type re-
quests, was represented by various aspects of these programs.
Data were obtained by interpretive execution of the machine
instructions for these programs and are presented in the
form of storage maps and page-demand graphs.

T:ie  implications of this information for the efficient utili-
zation of page-turning concepts on the next generation of
time-sharing computers will be discussed.

r~OlUXT (;. S~'IIEREI~  (‘hail~man
First Western  Bank and Trust Co.

The panel  discussion wil l  he built  around  the followinK
nia~jor  issues : W i l l  executive  m a n a g e m e n t  accept an(l  effec-
tively  u t i l i z e  t.htb new partner‘? Ts  information processing
technology moving too fast for the top management team?
Will organization changes be required to make this an ctfcc-
tive and profitable partnership? How can the top EDP man
improve his communications  with executive managcmcnt?

S&IITrr  B. DAVIS, Southern California Edison
ROBEI~T  HEAD,  Computer Sciences Corporation
ROBERT W.  CLAYTON, Ducommun,  Inc.
HAROLD KOONTZ, University of California at Los Angeles

EN(;INI’ERlN(:,  MEI)[(:.~I~

AND  S(:II’NTII~I(:  \I’I’I,IC:~TIONS

G. II. E=~nu,  Chairman
Aerospace ‘Corporation

Computer applications are presented in the fields  of enKi-
necring, medicine and science. While the applications thcm-
sclvcs arc largely diverse, the computer techniques used in
each field  arc’ provocatively pertinent to the other fields.

.tn :\pprc~wll  t o  Spt*c*c.Il  Syntllwis  ;1nt1  Rccwgnitionon ; I
I)igil:il  Computer, B. V. BIIIMANI,  R. D. MERRILL, R. R.
IMITCIIELL,  M. R. STAIM, Lockheed Missiles and Space CO.

An approach to the study of speech recognition and syn-
thesis will be reviewed. A novel method will be discussed for
the generation of phonetic representations of elementary
English words from their orthographic forms that considers
the treatment of variations in dialect and speech patterns. A
means of extending this work to polysyllabic words of English
will be outlined. Some of the difficulties in the definition of
the phonetic representations of corresponding orthographic
forms, and the disagreement among dictionary makers, will
be discussed as possible limitations to the specification of a
set of rules that can convert the English spelling, or the
graphic form, into its phonetic representation. A more gen-
eral method will be described. Related work on the subject of
conversion of the phonetic forms of words into corresponding
speech-like waves will be reviewed with references.

Man/Machine Communications in the Biological Medical Re-

search Environment, W. E. FARLEY, A. H. PULIDO, T. M.
MINCKLER AND L. D. CADY, University of Texas, M. D. An-
derson Hospital and Tumor Institute.

The primary source of medical information available to the
clinician and the research physician is the hospital patient
medical record. Unfortunately, most of the information accu-
mulated in these records is inaccessible to the researcher due
to lack of available trained personnel and the associated ex-
pense of extracting it in a form suitable for statistical anal-
ysis. In recent years many methods have been designed to
record and store patient information. Success of these sys-
tems is seemingly dependent on two factors: simplicity of
use, and system operating cost.

Maximum utility is derived from those systems incorporat-
ing both prospective and restrospective  data accumulation.
Toward this goal a pilot system has been initiated at The
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University of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor
Institute which is both operationally simple and economical
for the user.

By utilizing direct man-machine communication, the system
may be interrogated for information on patients who under-
went treatment in the past as well as current patients.
Immediate plans are to expand the system to include digital
editing and file maintenance of recorded analog signals from
various laboratory procedures (EKG, EEG, etc.) and to in-
corporate a much faster transcription operation.

Computer Aids to Medical Diagnosis-Problems and Progress,
STEPHEN R. YARNALL,  RICHARD A .  KRONMAL, Department of
Medicine, University of Washington.

Some of the progress and problems in the general area of
computer applications to medical diagnosis will be reviewed.
Three main reasons to use computers as aids to diagnosis will
be discussed : (1) to reduce errors; (2) to provide economy
and efficiency ; and (3) to provide quantitative measures of
probability based on collective past experiences. The general
Bayesian model for medical diagnosis will be discussed, and
it is indicated that the development of a useful mathematical
model for medical diagnosis is not a trivial problem, either
medically or mathematically, with much collaborative work
remaining to be done.

An outline for evaluating mathematical models for diag-
nosis will be given, imposing statistical rigor in evaluation of
results. Steps which appear to be important in bringing the
retrieval and computational powers of the computer into the
practice of medicine will be discussed.

A  T e c h n i q u e  f o r  Optimizin g a Function of Many Variables:
Determining the Minimum Energy Configuration of a Crystal
Lattice, D. R. WINNER AND L. L. MARSH, IBM Corporation.

A technique for optimizing a function of many variables
has been developed as a solution to the problem of determin-
ing the minimum energy configuration of a crystal lattice
model. This facilitates a study of lattice defects and the
dependent physical properties of crystalline solids. In partic-
ular, consideration is directed to a two-dimensional, close-
packed lattice with an axis of symmetry, and specific point
and line defects. However, the technique can readily be ex-
tended to treat more general three-dimensional lattices with
other defects.

The development of this minimization technique leads to
methods which should be more generally applicable in opti-
mizing functions of many variables. Specifically, it stresses
the desirability of analyzing the function to be optimized so
that advantage may be taken of all its properties.

An Approximate Solution IO  a Weighted Scheduling Problem
wit11 Multiple Constraints, MICHAEL S. SKAFT, Hughes Air-
craft Co.

An approximate solution to the following weighted schedul-
ing problem with multiple constraints is considered : Given
71 weighted experiments of finite duration, find the schedule
with the greatest total weight subject to certain constraints.
These constraints include multiple repetition of any one ex-
periment, nonsuccessive scheduling, limited experiment re-
sources and noncontinual scheduling intervals.

The technique begins by scanning a partitioning of the
available time intervals. It eliminates the trivial scheduling
cases first. A function of the weight, duration and available
time interval for each experiment is evaluated. Then based
on this set of function values an experiment is scheduled.
The process is repeated after repartitioning.

The scheduling process will be described and illustrated by
a specific  scheduling problem involving three experiments.

An Engineering Simulator, GEORGE FORBES, Litton Industries.

A description of an Engineering Simulator will outline the
user’s system needed to employ a digital computer as a DGA
The above-the-surface part of a simulator system set up and
operating on the IBM 7040 will be described. A detailed test
problem will be included, and its tabulations shown. For
checking purposes, arithmetic functions are generated rather
than true technical simulation. Error analysis is not included
except for general statements indicating practicability for
engineering use.

The system is designed primarily for ease of use by per-
sonnel familiar with differential equation descriptions of
engineering problems. Secondary considerations are the ex-
pandability and flexibility of the basic system, and efficient
utilization of the digital computer.

Session 9A C:OO  p.m.

SYMBOLIC PROCESSING OF
SOURCE LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

MARK HALPERN, Chairman
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.

A session so entitled is traditionally a platform for the
presentation of new programming languages. It may weli  be
indicative of a trend in software development that none of
the three papers in this session will deal with a conventional
programming language, and only one with the generation of
coding at all-apparently there are many interesting things
one can do with source language programs besides translat-
ing them into machine language. If these ,contributions  are
representative, then advanced workers are turning their at-
tention to the application of ideas like quality control and
management engineering to the production of programs.

An Algorithm for Sclccting  aud Sequencing Statements ,ts  a
Basis for u Problem-Oriented Programming Syslcm,  E U G E N E

D. HOMER , New York University.

A problem-area is defined as a system consisting of a set
of variables and a set of functions relating these variables:
A specific problem within the problem-area is defined as a
declaration of the set of variables for which values are avail-
able and a set of  variables for which values are to be
computed.

The algorithm presented in this paper (1) selects, f:.om
the total set of functions contained in the problem area, ti ose
which are necessary to effect the required transformation (or
returns the statement that the transformation is not pos-
sible) ; (2) sequences the functions in executable order; and
(3) produces a list of the sequenced, selected functions inter-
spersed with input, output and housekeeping routines (i.e., a
program).

A basic algorithm will be presented. Variations in the algo-
rithm to satisfy differences in objectives will be discussed, as
will be extensions of the algorithm to more complex  problems.

On the Automatic Simplification of Source-Language ’
frilnls, ELLEN R. CLARK, System Development Corp.

!‘0-

Methods of simplification that can be applied to any pro-
gram written in an ALGOL-like language will be described,
The simplifications are based on the form of the program and
the knowledge obtained by a processor without any under-
standing of what the program is supposed to do. These meth-
ods have been implemented in a processor called SURE, that
accepts a program written in a JOVIAL dialect and outputs
an  equivalent JOVIAL program that may be shorter ;lnd
may execute faster than the original.
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<;-!:F; will  be described  nncf some of the p~*ol~lems  cncoun-

ti II automatic improvenlent  at  the source-language  level

\\ La  tliscussed.  Ful*ther  types of automatic program. im-

P” / . enlent  will be suggested.

on ;1n  .\IIIOI~:I~~V!  Mcthoti  o f  .SymIdic-ally  Analyzing  Times
of  (:0nlputer Prograrrls,  PAUL H AMBURGER, The  MITRE  Cor-
porat ion.

TEAMPO, an experimental computer program to analyze
execution t ime of computer programs, will be described.
TEMPO  accepts a subject program in assembly language
fo1.m.  I t  determines a block diagram for and establishes the
I’.‘  ’ and loops in the subject  program. TEMPO then  eval-
u2‘ ~3 the t imes of  the loops by symbolical ly interpret ing por-
t ions of the subject  program. The final  result  is  an equation
giving the subject program execution t ime as a function of
the symbolic variables used in the program and the blocks
found in analysis.

TEMPO output  is  in tended to  a id  the  system designer  in
assessing the effects of changing user load, changing compu-
ter speeds,  and selected improvement of programs.

Srssion  9 C 4:oo p.m.

DEVELOPMENT IN FILE MANIYULATION  TECHNIQUES

CHARLES  BACHMAN, Chairman

General Electric Co.

Three different aspects of data processing will be described
dealing with experiments in sorting, report generation, and
the use of a small auxiliary association memory to assist in
the  ,lrocessing  of a large data base. The sorting study deals
w: a technique to optimize the sort ing of data with a non-
uniI’orm  distribution of keys. The report extract technique
describes the use of a program generator written in COBOL
which in turn generates COBOL statements for compilation
and execution. The associative memory study shows the ef-
fects of configuration, response store, and load/unload re-
quirements upon the performance of a data processing system.

Non-lTniform  Key  Distr ibut ion anti  \rIcIrcss C;lIclll:ltinn  Sort-
in g. MI(‘I~AE:I,  E. TAI:TER  AND RI~IIARD  A. KRONJIAL,  TJniver-
si ty of  Michigan.

The total expected number of comparisons necessary after
insert ion of keys into the fi le is  g=enel*alized  to  apply to  non-
uniform key dis t r ibut ions. The cumulat ive polygon adtlrcss
calculation algorithm is considered. The generalization is ex-
hibited for the case of keys addressed with an arbitrary
number of segments.

Two variations of the cumulative polygon address calcula-
t ion algori thm will  be considered.  Several  applicat ions of  the
general results will be given.

A Generalized Random Extract Device, JOSEPH ‘4. HEINER,

JR. AND REED 0.  LEISHMAN , Thiokol  Chemical  Corp .

In al l  data processing operations,  information must be ex-
tracted from historical data files. Normally, when new or
different information is required from an existing tile, a new
computer program must  be developed and checked out .  This
process is extremely time consuming and costly. To extract,
sort and report this information in a timely manner, Thiokol
Chemical Corporation’s Wasatch Division is currently using
the Generalized Random Extract Device (GRED).

GRED is a set of general purpose, digital computer pro-
grams designed to extract and print selected records from
magnetic tape files. The GRED system is written in the
COBOL language. The methods used in GRED will be pre-
sented.

A Study of the Utility of :I  Hybrid Associative Proces,sor,  J. A.
DUGAN, R. S. GREEN, J. MINKER AND W. E. SHINDLE, Auer-
bath Corp.

The effectiveness of a small associative memory added to a
data processing system will be very largely a function of
three major factors : configuration, response store, and load/
unload requirements. Observations will be presented based on
a study of the use of an associative memory in a large non-
trivial data storage and retrieval problem, in which these
three variables were shown to be of basic importance. Com-
ments will also be made on programming considerations of
interest.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1: SESSIONS 11A, llB,  llC,  10:30-12 A.M.; 13A, 13B,  13C,  2-3 P.M.

Session 11 A lo:30  a.m.

COMPILING TECHNIQUES

State Table Analysis of Programs in nn  ALGOL-Like Lun-
gage,  DAVID L. PARNAS, Carnegie Institute of Technology.

THOMAS E. CHEATHAM, Chairman
Computer Associates, Inc.

The session on Compiling Techniques will contain three
most interesting papers concerned with various aspects of
programming languages and their compiling.

The Construction of Recognizers,  A. E. ROBERTS, JR., Depart-
mw:t  of Defense.

The construction of recognizers  for context-free (CF)
phrase structure languages is considered. An algorithmic
Process is developed which can be provided with an arbi-
trary set of CF grammer rules. The process then produces
the structure (i.e., transition table entries for input symbol-
internal state pairs) for a (special-purpose) recognizer which
can recognize finite strings in the corresponding CF language.

Discussion will concentrate on techniques used in a trans-
lator which will produce the state table of a finite state
algorithm described in an ALGOL-like language. A variety of
applications for such tables will be explored. It is to be
expected that the availability of an easy method for obtaining
state tables may stimulate the development of further appli-
cations. It is also suggested that the availability of an ex-
tended ALGOL-to-ALGOL translation system, provided as an
additional alternative to the compiler-compiler, would be
useful in furthering the study of programming languages.

A Proposal for Definitions in ALGOL, B. A. GALLER AND A. J.
PERLIS,  University of Michigan and Mathematisch Centrum,
Amsterdam.

Special cases for which the recognizer is a finite-state ma-
chine will be demonstrated. For the general case a particular
for1;.7  of pushdown recognizer will be presented and shown
to  be sufficient.

An extension to ALGOL will be proposed for adding new
data types and operators Bo the language. Definitions may
occur in any block heading and terminate with the block.
They are an integral part of the program and are not fixed in
the language. Even the behavior of existing operators may be
redefined. The processing of text containing defined contexts
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Session 11C 10  :30  a.m.features a “replacement rule” that eliminates unnecessary
iterations and temporary storage. Examples of definition sets
are given for real and complex matrices, complex numbers,
file processing and list manipulation.

Session 11 B 10  .-SO  a.m.

CUSTOM DESIGN OF A DIGITAL SYSTEM-
SOME CASE HISTORIES

JOHN C. ALRICH,  Chairman
Compata, Inc.

Although the design of a central data processor is a com-
plex process, the technical literature has treated the subject
exhaustively and it appears that the art of computer design
is now becoming a discipline while still approaching its ado-
lescence. Given a set of boundary conditions with which to
interface the real world and a complete set of elements to be
connected together to satisfy these conditions, it is possible,
in principle at least, to methodically synthesize a computer by
following a set of organized procedures. However, in extend-
ing the problem by making the data processor and its asso-
ciated software  an element of a system, the formalized design
procedures generally are replaced by the intuition, judgment
and cspcricncc  of the designer. In the following papers the
authors will &scribe  three real-time systems whose complex-
ity is such that the latter design procedure was most appro-
priate.

Aftc>l : L  lbricf  opening  clc~scril~tioti  o f  4 1 8  hardware,  the
history and objectives  to IJ~  met  IJ~  the 418 systems will be
inti*oducetl  i n  their  r o l e  o f  influencing  ESEC  d e s i g n .  The
design  criteria will lw  lwcwntfd  in tlctnil,  incluclinK  tlclivcry
scllcclules, contractual design commitments,  modularity in

size and f u n c t i o n , and cfiriency.  l’hc  irt~lucnce  of lwca\,ioLts  or
concurrent I’NIVAC  efforts in executive system tlcvcloln~~cnt
\vill  be rel:Lted.

A Spwial f’urpow  MllltiproCr;lnlnlill::  S~S~CVII  for  a Conlpntw-
(Lmtrollcd  Telc~nwtry  f);uta  I<cduc*tion  S~SI~III, HAROLD R.
GILLETTE, Computer  Usace  Development COI~I.

A Ijrief  descril~tion  \vilI  1~  xi\ren  of th(t hartl\v:~rc  ant1  soft-
w:ire  m a k i n g  ult  a slJeci:il  l~~irl~ose, t~~Ltltilti~o~r~:tti~~ie~l  com-
],utcl s y s t e m  f o r  the rcl;il-time  c o n t r o l  o f  tolcmctry  data
reduction  equipment. The system  l~rogram  will 1~  tlc~eloped  in
t\\.o  lxtrts.  consisting of :t  sclt  of lil~rary 1~1~wxIures  for use I);\
tcletnctry  data rctricval  acti\-ities  one 11h:tw  of \vhich  esecutcs
in real-time,  and of ;in  executive  monitor system designed  to
sultlwt’t  t h e  rc:Ll-time  teletncttry  :tcti\.ity,  l)roccssor-sh;Ll.(~(l
\vith  l~cl;gt~~und execution of a standart (13t:t  ltrocossing  joI).

STATISTICS IN NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

R. W. HAMMING, Chairman
Bell Telephone Laboratories

Not only does modern statistics use computers extensively,
but computing has increasing need of statistics in many
forms. This session shows some of the many uses of statistics
that arise in using computers.

Digital Generation of Continuous Filtered Gaussian Noise,
K. E. TIERNAN AND R. G. DIETRICH, Raytheon Co.

An efficient digital technique has been obtained for gener-
ating a continuous Gaussian random waveform with a certain
restricted power density spectrum. The technique requires the
generation of a train of Poisson distributed, equally likely
positive or negative impulse responses of the noise filter, and
summing over all the previously occurring impulse responses
in the train. By taking advantage of certain properties of the
impulse response of a filter containing separate real and/or
complex poles, only one impulse response need be evaluated
for each noise sample. This gives rise to an extremely fast
digital noise generation technique which does not require  a
fixed sampling interval and can therefore be used with va:?-
able step-size integration procedures.

Error Probability in Decision Functions for Clwrwter Rwog-
nition, J. T. CHU AND J. C. CHUEH, Moore School of Elec-
trical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania.

Upper bounds for the error probability of ;1 Bayes decision
function have been derived in terms of t!he diflercnces  among
the probability distributions of the features used in char;lcter
recognition. Applications to feature  selection and error rc(luc-
tion will l)e discussed. It is shown that if 3 sullicictit  nLtn1  ,er
of IveIl-sclwted  fcaturcs is used, the error 1woltal~ilit.y  c311  be
ni:itfc  arbitrarily small.

Multinomi;ll  Awcptirnw .s;llll  pl
National lnstit,utes  of Health.

ing, J. MALONEY,

Acccptanccl  sampling plans for the control of quality of
production arc divided into two Inw:~tl  wtegorics. In “insltec-
tion I)y  v:irial)les,” even When  the cllaractet~istic  of inference is
the 1wol)ortion  al~ovc  o r  l~elow  s o m e  fisetl  qLl:LIity  l(l~cI,  t h e
numl~cr OS items  which must I)c  measured is tninitn;Ll. III ;o-
called  “insl)cction hy attributes”  the items  in the satnl3lc  re
directly tested  as ahove or IJclo\v  the critical le\Tel.  This  ~~1  o-
cedure  is frequently  used even though at times m:~ny  more
items require examination. An intermediate procctlul*e  jn\.olv-
ing classification into severity  ~r:idcs  iwluires  hc:tv\. wlcu-
lation, which however is well adapted to a computel.. A pro-
g1’am designed for this purpose  will be tlescrilwcl.

A Real-T~IIIC  Error  Correc t ing D;rlu Tr;Insiiii.shion  System
Trcbatcd  ;I.*  ;I MarLov  J’rowm, FRANK T.  Kurrrv,  ColnpL~ting
and Software Inc.,

When rcquiremcnts  for real-time d:Lt:L  trnnsmission  sy,q*  Ins
include error tlctection  and IJlocl~  rctransmitt:il  c;tlt:tl)il  I I 16
the existence of some form of l)uffel*  storage  unit lwtwc~c~tt  ihe
Ltncotltl~oll~d  (tata  soul’ce and the tr~itistnittin~  tctwiiti:il  is
imlJlied.  This l~rcsentation  is the result  of  ~171  clfTot*t  to  de-
tet*niit,c  o))timimi stor:lgc  c:tlxtcity  f o r  a  rc:Ll  tin?0 sy.;tcfl
ulwn  the lwsis  of known  transmission link error  statistics  :Ln d
tt~~it~w~ission  r*itec;‘ . . . ‘ .  .

A mathematical  model of a wnc~t*al  wal-titnc  ttxn?;nli.~~ion
tic~t\\ot~l;  \vitll  ot~t~ot*  tlctclctiott-t,ctt.:ttisttlissiotl  c:il);~l~ilitic~~ \\*ill
1~1  I)t*rwiitt~cl  :tncl  : I  l)r;~ct  iwl :tl~ot*ithni  for clc~lc~t*tt~itt;lti~ of

o)~titnul~l storag:c~  culwcity  \Vill  lw  (k\~el~l~d.



l’Ko(;K  \.Fl.Fll\(;  I. \.st;t \(;I*:.s  IC()K i~I*‘Olt.\l  \‘I’IO\  R~;‘l’l(l~;~  \I,

\,ariol

‘I’ll0

nl:lrl~’ of’ the new Ianjiu:~ges I)t;ing  orientcatl  towurtl  o n l i n e
iritet”:lCtiOtl  w i t h  users \v\j()  ;lrc  not  ~~t*ot’essionul  j)l’“g~:tl~~m(‘~‘S.
‘l’l~e  I~trl~ua~c~s  tlescrit)etl  i n  the papet*s  i n  this  smsion  reiloct
13 tmntl.  All three of’ thcnl  are o n l i n e  l a n g u a g e s .  JIET=\~?
.t\~:lilai)lc  through the SDC:  ‘I’imcx  Slarin::  Sys tem,  whi le  the

01  llct*  two are tlesignctl for interactive, conversational 1)1’0-
fi~~ui~ming.

The  ty))es  of computation-symt,olic,  numeric, and hyhritl-
towart  which these languages are sl)ecializccl  are quite di-
verse. Yet this afFords  us an opportunity to take a somewhat
[jyoacler  than u s u a l  view of programn~ing  language tlevelop-
mentl;l  and the effects on these tlcvclopments of new applica-
tion  areas,  new classes of users, ant1  new modes of interaction

Tilts .Ml<(:(:.\  Sy-ttbrll.  ;I  MMc,cIilit*tI  l,ikt  I’roc-ch.s3irlg  ~ppIic-:ltic)rl
for  I.ih;try (~4dlwtion.s. A. L. CALVERY, W. G. C.ASTNER,  C. I.
MA~:DoN~\I,D  AND  R .  E. PEERENHOOM,  The Boeing  (‘0.

The  Jtechanizctl  Catalog  System i s  ;l computer  systclm
\vhich t~~‘0clUCOs cat:llogs  I’or  t)ool<s  antI  tlocunients  Using the
II3,1I  ‘70!)<1.  Outl)ut consists of’ four-sheaf catalogs,  an :ln-
nounccment bulletin, cart!  catalogs, and magnetic tape  m:lstcr
fiics for uptluting  ant1 t*etrieval.  Input  i s  in  n:ltuy:li  l:lngu;lKe,
free field format. Of particular interest is the method used for
storage ant\  manipulation o f arbitrary length chaructca1
strings in a tisctl  wortl-lenxsth  computer. .-\ network of internal
tables  is usetl  in storing and sorting the natural  wor(l  (lata.

11-7  th the  computer.

31  b:T.\3  : ;\ TOOI to M;lnipllI;lte S t r i n g s  of Datit,  DAVID  K.
,\pplit*ation,  ALLA&’  J .  H U M P H R E Y  A N D  SHELBY  L .  BRUMELLE,
Chevron Research Co.

OPPEN  HEM,  Abacus  Programming, AND DAN P. HAGCERTY,
System Development Corp.

The JIETX5 system is ;I compiler or translator-w~itirl~  sys-

An algorithm will be described for retrieving indexed docu:
merits from a serial master file. The  algorithm processes
search questions formulated in algebraic  notation.  The

tern

strongly influenced by the Bxlcus-Nxur  Form metalanguagc.

consisting of a larig:u:~ge,  compiler and a pseudomachine.
T h e

The  structure of’  the JIETA5 system will be described. An

tiesign  of the language anti  the pseudomachine  were both

il, 1rma1  tlescription  o f  the 3lIET.45  l a n g u a g e  w i l l  be pre-
S :~vI.  =\.  progratn  writ ten in the JIETX5 language wil l  be
inclutletl  as an example and esplainctl.  Several applications

algorithm
bruit  form

first converts
to Polish (i.e.,

__
questions from their original
parenthesis-free) notation. A

of the system will be described.

sivct  routine then evaluates cnch tlocumcnt using the Polish
form of the question.

The cflicicncy  of the i)rocctlure will t)e  t\iscussctl  ;LS well  as
preferred strategy that should iw usetl  i n  formulating  the
original question. The :tppI  ication ol’  the  aigorithm  t o  t w o
esisting retrieval systems will t)e  tIescribed 1)rielly.

A Hybr id-Oriented  Inter -Act ive  I,an~:ua$e, M A R T I N  L. CRAMER

AND JON C. STRAUSS, Electronic Associates, Inc.

A specification will be given for an online inter-active lan-
guage designed for scientists and engineers engaged in the
prlxparation, setup, control, monitoring and execution of hy-
b; 11  computations. Through the console typewriter of a small
or medium scale digital computer or perhaps a remote term-
inal of a time-shared system, the user is given access to both
the hardware and software components of the hybrid complex.

AMTRAM,  a Remote-Terminal, Conversational-Mode Compu-
ter System, JURIS  REINFELDS, L. A. FLENKER, R. N. SEITZ
AND P. L. CLEM,  JR.-Messrs. Reinfelds, Flenker and Seitz;
NASA. P. L. CLEM, JR ., Northrop Space Laboratories.

Tl~e IBM Technkal  I n f o r m a t i o n  Rotriwc~l  C e n t e r  (ITIRC)
System Twhniclues, SAMUEL  KAUFMAN , IBM Watson Re-
search Center.

An information retrieval system will be &scribed,  which
began in 1960 as an csperiment in normal English text proc-
essing, using the IBM 650. The experiment has developed into
a practical operating system on IBM 7090 and IBM 1401
computers serving approximately 5000 IBM technical and
engineering professionals at IBM locations throughout the
United States and Europe.

Graph Separability and Word Grouping, A. R. IMEETHAM,
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington.

The AMTRAM  (Automatic Mathematical TRANslation)
system combines the concept of the open-ended desk-calculator
(such as the Culler-Fried system) with that of the interactive,
User-oriented programming system (such as JOSS). AM-
TRAM permits the use of natural mathematical notation as a
Programming language at the level of conventional program-
ing languages up to the level of advanced calculus. With
AMTRA~M,  the user can obtain immediate graphic display of
intermediate and final results and he can’ retain his numerical
results and programs for further use either as hard copy or
in machine readable form.

The information retrieval research program of the Auto-
nomics  Division of the National Physical Laboratory, Ted-
dington,  Middlesex, England, is directed primarily towards
the automation of thesaurus-making. Machine indexing and
retrieval of documents will then follow on straightforwardly.
One difficulty which seems to have been overcome is the ma-
chine formation of natural language word groups from data
about associated pairs of words.

The technique to be discussed involves the modifications of
a large graph to reveal the strongly connected subgraphs,
permitting an efficient partitioning of the original graph. It is
thought that the method will have applications outside the
field of information retrieval.
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APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS

JOSEPH BEHAR , Chairman
IBM Corporation

Graphic Data Processing is the key to more efficient utiliza-
tion of the computer. Of the computer I/O media available
today, Graphical I/O promises to be the most convenient and
helpful to the designer.

Three speakers followed by a panel will address this ses-
sion. The three presentations, describing applications with
their associated techniques and ideas, will most assuredly aid
you in your present Graphical endeavors.

The panel members, all active in Computer Graphics, will
answer the following questions:
(1) What aids (techniques, ideas, programs, special hard-

ware) will be forthcoming within the next two years?
(2) Do there exist gaps in the Graphics support for those

companies desiring to enter this technical area?
(3) What guidelines can be suggested to those attempting to

enter the Computer Graphics area?

Panelists  :
J. J. LAVICK, McDonnell Automation Center
T. MOFFETT, Lockheed
H. FREITAC, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Display-Oriented Computer Usage System, HAROLD S. CORBIN

AND WERNER  L. FRANK, Informatics, Inc.
The Display-Oriented Computer Usage System (DOCUS)

is a software system enhancing the development of online
man/machine techniques for CRT console utilization. Online
tools for the  nonprogramming user  will be descril)etI,  such as
a File Maintenance and Query Language and a Text Manipu-
lation Language. For the programming user a capability for

online programming and debugging is provided through the
use of FORTRAN, CODAP, and a Display Oriented Language
(DOL).

The basic framework in which these user tools operate is
provided by two groups of generlized function “key pro-
grams.” One group of keys, the General Operating Language,
gives the nonprogramming user a display manipulation, li-
brary control and system communication facility. The second
groups of keys, the Procedure Implementation Language,
allows the programmer to create displays and key programs
which become part of a user library and which in turn can
be combined online to develop more complex functions.

A Language and Model for Computer Design, N. G. DENIT,,
IBM Corporation.

Design Language I is a prototype computer-aided-design
system for 3-dimensional structures. Console communication
is provided to the user by a blend of written and graphical
language; the user instructs the system by using a light pen
to form language commands and point out geometric entities
displayed on the screen. Language commands are translated,
followed by the building of an internal model of the user’s
design. This model is accessed for views of the design. A key
feature of the model is the ability to incompletely define ei -
ments and to overdefine them; the system removes ie-
dundancies and communicates their removal back to the user.

On-Line Textile Designing, JANICE R. LOURIE, JOHN J. LO-
RENZO AND ABEL BOMBERAULT, IBM Corporation.

Work being done to aid the textile designer in developing
fabric design and textile machinery control information will
be discribed.

Designers may expect to be provided with computer pro-
grams incorporating many of the structural rules of testi’e
design, giving them the ability to interact with the  compu  ‘1’
by means of graphical I/O facilities. Aesthetic decisions w.111
normally be made by the designer.

“The Synthesis of Algorithmic Languages”

Alan J.  Perlis, A. M. Turing Lecturer for 1966, has announced the title
of his lecture to be “The Synthesis of Algorithmic Languages.” In notifying
the Secretary, Professor Perlis wrote :

“After a year of unceasing composition, it has been difficult to write this
letter on a matter which has given me the greatest pleasure: my selection as
the first Turing lecturer. It goes without saying that I accept the invitation
so kindly offered by the ACM.

“To the best of my knowledge, I was never informed whether this lecture
was to be technical or popular, a sober survey of the past or a pompous
extrapolation into the glorious future of computing. Since the choice is evi-
dently to be mine I will combine all four, in appropriate proportions, into a
lecture entitled “The Synthesis of Algorithmic Languages.” This title combines
OK words in a relatively unhackneyed way! . . .

“It is a pity that this sheet of paper is so mute, for it should convey to you
the green, sun-drenched, blossomy atmosphere in which this letter is written
-from a terrace against whose front the waters of Lake Lugano gently lap.
Thus let me conclude this letter by saying that I miss you all, . . .”

This annual lectureship award was established by ACM as one means of
giving adequate recognition to outstanding persons currently in the computing
and information sciences area.

Dr.  Perlis  will deliver his lecture at the Opening Session of ACMGG.


